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USS Scimitar

Missing - Part Five

Summary – 10810.06 - The crew has been able to take the Scimitar back with severe consequences. PO Tawni Keller is laying on the deck, barely hanging onto life. Lorianna has disappeared.

What will happen now?  Let’s find out.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
Computer: Activate EMH!
XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::bleeds from his head in a blue goo::
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::sits in his chair and tries accessing the chair console::
OPS_CDT_Little says:
::At an auxiliary Operations station, tapping away::
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@::sitting on the bridge at the helm::
CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
::strokes Thalev's cheek:: XO: Stay with me, please...
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@::Sits down in the Captain's chair on the Ambrosia and watches the FCO and CTO perform their tricks attacking and evading the invaders.::
XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::opens his eyes:: CIV: It's alive...alive! The jesters will never find me here in this little box..heee heee heee!
CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
::hugs Thalev's head to her chest and sighs:: Computer: Where's that damned EMH?!
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::routes all tactical controls to the flight console and makes his way there::

<EMH> CIV: State the nature of the emergency.

CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@::Turns around to look at the OPS.:: OPS: Cadet Little, see if you can get in touch with the away team. I need to know whether or not we're facing all these ships alone or not...
CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
EMH: He has some kind of internal head injury; I need you to take care of him.
OPS_CDT_Little says:
CMO: Aye, Commander. ::Taps at the panel trying to raise the away team.::
XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
EMH: Ah, Captain Stuping!

<EMH> CIV:  Move aside.  ::holds a tricorder to Idrani's head::

CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
::lays Thalev back on the bio-bed and gets to her feet::

<EMH>  :: looks at the readings :: CIV:  Ahhh, I see the problem.  We need to get him to surgery.

Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::starts programming in a few attack manoeuvres he learned in previous battles and raises shields::
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@::Sits straight again.:: FCO: Ensign, can you manage to steer clear of the enemy's fire? I still haven't made up my prayer yet and I sure don't want to leave this universe without one!
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@CMO: Understood.

ACTION:  The Romulan ships begin to move in.

CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
EMH: I need to go; take care of him, Doctor.
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ CMO: I am having some difficulties raising them, Sir.
XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
CIV: Off hunting, my dear? 'tis the fad of the century, dear. ::pauses:: And then he said "That's not my sister, that's my husband"!
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@::punches a few commands into her console:: CMO: I've got a few surprises up my sleeve already.
CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
::sighs and kisses Thalev gently before running out of Sickbay towards a turbolift::
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ ::Runs a few random communications algorithms.::
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@OPS: Well keep trying... this heap of junk metal will not withstand much pounding from these Romulans.
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::checks the shield status and smiles for the first time since his ship was stolen::
XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::pauses at the kiss:: Aloud: Sara...Natalie...Sara...Sara or Natalie or Sara...can't leave one out.

<EMH>  ::begins making preparations for surgery and notices PO Keller being brought in:: Outloud:  Oh dear.  ::runs over and checks on her::

CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
::taps her combadge::*Security*: All available security personnel report to the fighter bay. Turbolift: Fighter Bay.
XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
EMH: I've been waiting here for ages, now where's my MEAL!?

<EMH>  XO:  I'll be right with you Commander.  You are not about to die.

XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
EMH: I beg to differ. I'm starving!
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::moves the Scimitar between the Ambrosia and the Romulans before letting loose a full volley from the starboard phaser arrays toward the largest ship targeting the weapon arrays and shield generators::
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ CMO: Wait a minute, there's something. It's very badly distorted. I'll run a clean up. ::Runs a program to clean up the signal.::

ACTION:  The Romulan ships are making an attack run.

CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
::steps off the turbolift into the Fighter Bay, heading for her fighter::
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@ ::Taps his fingers on the armrest:: OPS: Good work Cadet... ::Turns:: FCO: How is the situation from your angle?
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@ ::Looks to the CMO:: CMO: We're outgunned here,
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@CMO: Just give me the command
XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
EMH: Hello? IS there anybody in there? ::looks to the doors, fearfully:: Is there anyone at home?
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@::Stands up and looks around.:: ALL: Where's the CTO gone? A what... ::Turns face forward again.:: FCO: Go ahead... Clear a path and make sure we survive to live another day!
CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
::preps her fighter to launch, checking to make sure her co-pilot is ready with the weapons:: *CO*: Captain, we're ready to launch here.

<EMH> XO:  Yes, I am here.  I'll be right there.

OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ CMO: ::Transfers signal to speakers.:: It's as good as, Sir. Go ahead, say hi.
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::watches the Romulan ships:: Self: Ohhhh sh.... ::lets off another volley and flies straight over the top of the lead Romulan vessel::

<EMH> ::gets Keller stabilized and goes to the XO::  XO:  Now, lets get that little device out of your head.

XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::suddenly remembers he's in pain and screams again, writhing into a ball on the bio bed and laughing hysterically at the same time::
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@OPS: Thanks. ::Clears his throat:: *Away team*: Abmeraz here... can anyone read me?
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@CMO: Understood :: punches in some commands and all available phasers fire at the nearest hostile target as the ship goes to warp for a split second::
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*CIV*: Do it... have the fighters take up flanking positions around the Scimitar and be ready to fire, I'm making another run.
CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
::orders the fighters to launch, flanking the Scimitar and preparing for an attack run::
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@ ::Initiates a holo program to project multiple targets onto the Romulan sensors ::
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*CMO*: Dammit Doc where the hell have you been?
XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::falls off the bio-bed::
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@CMO: ::Chuckles.:: He sounds mad.
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@*CO*: I've got just 5 words for you cap.... Damn glad to hear you. What's your situation? As for us.... we're about to be shish kebabed.

<EMH>  :: put a hypo spray to Idrani's neck. :: XO:  There now Commander, you take it easy.

<EMH>  ::gets to work taking the device out of Idrani's head::

Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::brings the Scimitar round in a wide arc and runs at ramming speed toward the aft end of the lead ship firing phasers and torpedoes at full spread as he goes::
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@::Spins the Ambrosia around for a run in behind the scimitar ::
CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
::orders all fighters to fire::
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*CMO*: I'm working on it, just have that crazy pilot over there keep you out of trouble just a little longer.

ACTION:  The last shot from the Scimitar and the fighters has taken the lead Romulan vessels shields down to 60%


@<OPS_Zen> ::Walks onto the bridge... CDT: Oh you're the new guy... well I guess that means I'll do something else.

Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::pulls up and flies over the lead vessel again firing volleys from the aft arrays::

<EMH>  ::finally gets the thing out of the XO's head and begins to analyse::

OPS_CDT_Little says:
::Tapping away, he finds a way to get visual.:: CMO: I have video signal. It's scratchy... Zen: You can be my foot rest.
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@*CO*: We'll try, Cap. It would be much appreciated if you could help keep those nasty Romulan people of our backs for a little longer as well. ::Watches the viewscreen and cheers a little as he watches the Scimitar engage the Romulans.:: FCO: Keep us out of trouble just a tad bit longer Ensign... Captain's orders.

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: Or I could send you to waste management.

FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@::goes in the opposite direction. Thinks to self:: CMO: I have an idea
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@CMO: Out of trouble? Now I can fly this bucket of bolts around those Bloody Romulans.
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: I came from there, you wouldn't believe the smell. ::Taps up the visual, complete with snow.::
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::dearly wishes he had someone else to do the flying and shooting as he circles round for another pass::

<EMH> *CO* Captain, I believe I have figured out how to deactivate the device that was controlling Commander Idrani.


@<OPS_Zen> OPS: Yes I would. ::points to a stain on the Cadets trousers:: You might wanna change those.

CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@FCO: Don't do anything crazy now. ::Turns:: OPS/Zen: Will you two please stop? I need to have every able hand at attention now. I am sure you families do not like the purple hearts to be sent to them when we die here.
OPS_CDT_Little says:
Zen: That wasn't there a second ago. ::Looks below panel.:: This things leaking oil.
CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
::has the fighters fire their micro-torpedoes::
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*EMH*: Do tell... ::unleashes hell once again toward the lead ship::

@<OPS_Zen> CMO: Only because they don't send Latinum. And yes Sir.

FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@CMO: Me not do something crazy? :: brings the Ambrosia to a dead stop ::

@ ACTION:  The smell of fried flesh is coming from the panel the Cadet is looking at.

XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
@<OPS_Zen> CDT: No no... that looks like oil, is as sticky as oil, but that is NOT oil. Good luck getting that out.
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: ::Sniffing.:: Do you smell that?
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@::Braces himself as he feels his chair wobble.:: FCO: I said DO NOT do anything crazy... I'm not wearing my seatbelt!

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: I'm trying to give you a hint to take a sonic sho...wait, now it’s different. Tastes... kebabish.

FCO_Ens_Uax says:
::starts shuts down all systems except minimal life support and lights::
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: Did someone die here?

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: I just got here! Don't look at me! Did you eat something funny for lunch?

Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::continues the onslaught on the lead vessel::
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@::Turns to face the two OPSes:: OPS/Zen: Are you two quite finished?! What's going on over there?

<EMH>  *CO* Yes, I have found the frequency.  If transmitted to the other ships, it will disable the devices that are on any of those ships.


@<OPS_Zen> CMO: Well I could keep it up all day Sir. I'll just take...this shiny console over here. ::takes Mission OPS::

FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@CMO: Give it a minute lets see if one of those Romulans take the bait?
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: I haven't had lunch yet. You know what, I'll blame the EMH. He's always doing something crazy.
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*EMH*: Send the frequency to the flight console and I'll see what I can do.

<EMH> *CO*:  Of course Sir.

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: I never heard of a hologram making that kind of smell. Just admit it was you and we'll move on. ::scans the area:: CMO: Romulan vessels shields are down to 60 percent, and falling under onslaught from the Scimitar.

<EMH> ::sends the frequency::

CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@OPS/Zen: Okay... not another word from you two... unless it is important to everyone’s survival. ::Sits and sighs:: FCO: Err.. Ensign? What bait?
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@*CO*: Captain, I need a favour?
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*FCO*: Can it wait Stephanie? I need a favour from you first...
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Scans it.::CMO: If it's not humanoid, does it count? It looks like it's from the bio gel. I'll have someone clear it. ::Sends the message to an EO.::
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@*CO*: What is it. I'm about to start venting some drive plasma see if I can draw them close then hit one of the ships will a full spread

@<OPS_Zen> ::points to the smelly console:: OPS: Are you going to check that out?

OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: Did you not see me scan it, Sir? ::Flips up and stows away the tricorder.::

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: Scan it.. Yeah... you have a lot to learn. ::walks back over and rips the top off the console:: Aloud: That felt good. Now... OPS: What do we have here?

Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
FCO: Do it, I'll set everything up at this end to detonate it... in the meantime, I'm sending you a frequency that I want OPS to start transmitting to the other stolen ships, make sure he gets it and let me know when you get to a safe distance.
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
*CO* Understood send it over. OPS: Transferring a frequency the captain wants you to start sending out.
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: I'm OPS not an Engineer. It smells like something I had for breakfast last year.
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*CIV*: Sumner, I need you to get the fighters out of here at the double. I'm about to make a very big boom and I don't want them caught in it.
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::sends the frequency to the FCO::

<EMH> ::makes sure the XO is recovering and resting and then goes over to check on PO Keller::

CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
*CO*: Copy that, sir. *Fighters*: Break away, explosion imminent.

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: So it was you. ::looks around, sticks his hand in:: OPS: Looks like you caught a Cardassian Vole. How it got there, I don’t know.

FCO_Ens_Uax says:
CMO: The captain will be detonating our drive plasma. We'll have about a split second before it goes boom after the captain fires, everyone get ready for maximum warp.
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: Um, ok.

<EMH> :: looks at the readings coming from the bio bed :: Self:  How strange.

FCO_Ens_Uax says:
::receives the frequency and passes it over to the OPS:: OPS: Take care of that will you. Send it to the other stolen vessels.

@<OPS_Zen> ::wipes his hand on the OPS uniform and goes back to his console to brace himself::

OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: Great. Thanks for that!
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::circles round behind the Ambrosia and waits for Stephanie's signal::

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: Anytime, Newbie.

CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@::nods at the FCO:: FCO: Good thinking Ensign. ::Turns around:: Zen: Zen, if you're done explaining what was on the menu of Stardate 10710.06... Could you prepare everyone on board that we have a potentially dangerous situation at hand? I need all stations and hands prepared... NOW!
XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
@<OPS_Zen> CMO: I don't know what YOU were eating...::shudders:: All ready.
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: There's a way I know of. CMO/Zen: Phaser the little critters and take them to Science labs.

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: Send the frequency to the other ships, if you please.

OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: Aye, Aye. ::Taps the message and sends.:: Zen: Oh, and I told them it was you. ::Chuckles.::

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: Okay. I'll take the credit for the frequency idea then... and you can get started on the cleaning please.

OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: Wrong way round... I took the credit and you took the blame. ::Sarky look.::

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: Remind me to slap you later. Now clean the console, Cadet!

Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*FCO*: You about set over there?
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@CO: Whenever you are.
XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::still unconscious and not having a nice dream::
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: Sure. ::Takes a cloth from below the panel with Zen's name stitched into and starts to clean.::
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*FCO*: Go!
FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@::punches maximum warp::

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: Oh hey! I wondered where that was! That's my old snot rag when I had the Berellian flu last year!

CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@OPS: Cadet... can I get a confirmation the frequency is being transmitter correctly please?
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: Panels cleaned. Here. ::Throws Zen's snot rag over.::
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@::Grabs the rag in mid air.::

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: Thanks. A quick wash and it'll be good as new.

CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@OPS/Zen: Now BOTH of you get to WORK... I think I need to have a word with the Captain when he gets back. ::He looks pretty annoyed::
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ CMO: I'm waiting for the display receipt to come through... There it is. It was displayed on the recipients LCARS about 25 seconds ago.
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::flies over the cloud of plasma at maximum impulse and lets loose a burst from the aft torpedo array as he clears it a second before jumping to maximum warp in the same direction as the Ambrosia went::
XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
@<OPS Zen> ::looks at the CMO:: CMO: That...toxic...never mind. Yes Sir! Working here. ::hits some buttons randomly:: Working hard. ::looks serious::
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ CMO: Aye, aye. ::Taps random buttons on random panels within reach.::

ACTION:  A very large spectacular explosion ensues.  All the other ships are beginning to react to the frequency burst that is deactivating the devices of the New Romulan Order.


@<OPS_Zen> CMO: The frequency is working. Aloud: Ha ha! 'Ave it you Romulan scum!

CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@::sits down and sighs softly once more.:: FCO: Ensign... what's the status on the assault on the Romulans?
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::notes that the ships are now at a safe distance:: *FCO*: All stop.

ACTION:  One Romulan ship makes it to warp before the explosion.

OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ All: Ooh, would you look at that. It's Guys Fawkes Sector-ness.

<Romulan> # COM: Scimitar: CO:   You win this round Starfleet, but I know you now and I will get my revenge.

FCO_Ens_Uax says:
@CO: Understood :: drops out of warp ::

@<OPS_Zen> CMO: Romulans destroyamafied, Sir. One little ship went boom, this little ship went kablooey, but this little ship ::brings it up on screen:: Went wah wah wah all the way back home.

Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
COM: Romulan CO: If that's what you think you obviously don't know me at all.

ACTION:  The explosions from the 3 remaining Romulan vessels look as if a star exploded.

Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
::drops out of warp next to the Ambrosia::
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ CMO: Should we follow the baby?

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: And not have any fun in the future?

Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*CMO*: What's your status Doc?
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: Well, I wouldn't want to be him any time soon.

@<OPS_Zen> ::smiles:: CMO: All decks reporting in, minimal damage only.


<EMH> Self:  I will need to report directly to Dr Payne about this.  ::continues to monitor the readings from the biobed of PO Keller::

CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@::Covers his eyes briefly from the flash on the viewscreen, then he looks again and sees the ships are no longer there.:: All: Alright!!! Good work everyone. ::clears his throat again.:: *CO* We survived Captain... that was good team work. We only have minimal damage at best. Perhaps I wouldn't mind a ship of my own... ::Suppresses a chuckle.::

<EMH>  ::Hears the XO groan::

CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
*CO*: Permission to return to the ship, sir?
XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::tries to sit up but can't with a big headache:: Aloud: Sara? ::weakly::

<EMH>  ::walks over to him::  XO: Commander.  How do you feel?
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: Shouldn't we make ourselves scarce for the CO and CMO?
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*CMO*: And here I thought you'd have had one by now. ::smiles:: Let's get back to the battlefield, round up the ships and, as one shepherd said to the other shepherd... get the flock out of here!
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@*CO*: Not yet, but I would gladly ask if we can return back and return this bucket. I still would like to return to my old trusty sickbay sir.

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: Why? Seeing the last remains of MacAllisters hair fall out is the best part of the job.

<EMH>  ::helps the XO sit up::

XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
EMH: You aren't Sara.
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: Well I don't wanna be caught in a photon match. ::Laughs::

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: When we get back, I have a bottle of Bolian Whiskey if you are interested?

<EMH>  XO:  Glad you noticed.  Self:  Recognition is just fine.

OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: I prefer the, er, green stuff.

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: Fine. ::mumbles:: Offer a drink..but nooo...

OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ Zen: I have a few cases if you like.
Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*CMO*: I'll let you take the bucket back to its owner, but if you could give me my FCO back I'd appreciate it.
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@::Sits down and tries to understand why he is still listening to the two OPS going on and on and on and.... on... and....:: *CO*: Sure, no problem. Mind if I ship Zen with her? Please?

@<OPS_Zen> OPS: We'll see. I have work to do. ::walks to the turbolift:: OPS: You missed a spot.. ::points to the console as he leaves::


<EMH>  :: prepares a hypospray and injects Idrani :: XO:  This should make you feel better.

Host CO_Capt_MacAllister says:
*CMO*: Sure, one less job for me to do. ::smiles::
OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ ::Mutters.:: Self: Make sure I spike his drinks...
CIV_Sara_Sumner says:
::returns the fighters to the ships::

<EMH> :: holds 2 fingers up in front of Idrani :: XO:  How many fingers am I holding up?

XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
EMH: I think that's a good idea, but It'd be great if you could get Sara down here, you know. ::looks up at the fingers:: EMH: Those are fingers?
CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@*CO*: Thanks, you have NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO idea what that means to me. ::Sighs:: OPS: Beam the FCO and Zen over to the Scimitar... we're going home.

@<OPS_Zen> ::walking along the corridors when he dematerialises:: Aloud: What the f...

OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ CMO: Aye, Sir. ::Scrambles the patterns and beams them offer, making sure to beam the mess onto Zen.::

ACTION:  The rest of the crew beams to the Scimitar.


<OPS_Zen> Aloud: 'k is going on? Oh... beamed back over... ::looks to a pile of goo next to him:: What's that?

<EMH> :: quirks his eyebrow :: XO:  Very funny Commander.

FCO_Ens_Uax says:
::looks around being back on the Scimitar Stephanie heads right for the bridge ::

<EMH>  ::summons the CIV to sickbay::

OPS_CDT_Little says:
@ CMO: I cleaned up the mess, Sir. But Zen will need so many many showers later.

ACTION:  PO Keller begins to come around.


<PO Tawni Keller> ::groans::

XO_Cmdr_Idrani says:
::groans next to the PO::

CMO_Cmdr_Abmeraz says:
@::Sighs one last time:: OPS: Alright... But I need to say... you perform well Cadet. Keep up the good work.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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